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Abstract—We formulate the routing of traffic in emerging IP networks as a multi-constrained optimization problem solved using the well known penalty function strategies. These include the adaptive and the co-evolutionary penalty function strategies used in a hybrid genetic algorithm to find the optimal paths for the traffic offered to an IP network. We adopt the occurrence of links in the computed paths as a cost function used in a memetic algorithm to load balance an IP network by reducing the interference among competing flows. Using three test networks, we summarize and compare the quality of the paths found by the two strategies.

I. INTRODUCTION

The last decade have experienced an increased interest in the use of evolutionary optimization strategies to solve Nonlinear Programming problems. Evolutionary algorithms use concepts from real-world genetics to evolve solutions to problems according to the Darwin evolution theory. They are based on an evolutionary paradigm where each iteration of the algorithm transforms one population of individuals into a new generation, using some pre-determined fitness measure for an individual. In applications of evolutionary algorithms, potential solutions must be represented and encoded in terms of genome. Each problem generally has its own genome representation, and more than one representation could be used for a given problem. The fitness measure or fitness function determines how good the solution represented by some genome is. The appropriate fitness function is determined by the problem and genome representation. Genetic Algorithms (GAs) are based on a population selection where the evolution of one generation into another relies on the three main genetic operations: (1) replacement (2) crossover and (3) mutation. Replacement is a direct copying of a member of the current generation into the next generation. Crossover is the combination of two genomes from the current generation into two different genomes in the next generation. Crossover attempts to combine good solutions to find potentially better solutions. Mutation is the random permutation of one of the tokens in the Genome representation of a member of the current generation. By introducing new solutions at each stage of the algorithm, mutation ensures that the evolution process does not get stuck at a local optimum. There are probabilities associated with the crossover, replacement and mutation operations. These probabilities are denoted $P_c$, $P_r$ and $P_m$ respectively, and $P_c + P_r + P_m = 1$. In general, $P_m \ll P_r$ and $P_c \approx P_r$. Candidates for the genetic operations are chosen randomly, but the selection is fitness-proportionate to ensure the survival of good solutions over generations. The conditions for the termination of the algorithm are problem-specific, although for practical reasons one often limits the number of iterations.

Evolutionary algorithms can find acceptably good solutions to problems by examining and manipulating a set of possible solutions from a set of designs but are not guaranteed to find the global solution to a problem. Evolutionary algorithms have been deployed in the literature to solve real-life problems using different strategies. The selection of the appropriate strategy to be used for a specific application is an important aspect upon which the usefulness of the evolutionary optimization process depends.

This paper addresses the problem of routing traffic in IP networks using evolutionary optimization. We formulate the routing in emerging IP networks as a multi-constraint routing problem solved using different genetic optimization strategies. These include the well-known penalty strategies using the The Adaptive and The Co-evolutionary (Self-Adaptive) penalty function methods. We compare the two strategies when computing paths for the flows offered to a 23- and 31-node test networks.

The reminder of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the two penalty function methods while section III describes a multi-constraint optimization model. An application of the different strategies to compute paths for the flows offered to a 23- and 30-node networks is presented in section IV. We draw some preliminary conclusions and present guidelines for future work in section V.

II. PENALTY FUNCTION STRATEGIES

The penalty function methods are considered as one of the important methods to solve the nonlinear programming problems. They transform constrained optimization problems into unconstrained problems by joining both the equality and inequality constraints to the objective function. In Coello [5], various types of penalty function methods were discussed. They vary in the computational cost to attain the optimal solutions, handling the constraints, in addition to minimizing the objective functions. As presented in [5], the optimization
The problem under consideration is of the form:

$$\min_{x \in \mathbb{R}^n} f(x)$$

subject to:

$$g_i(x) \leq 0, \quad i = 1, \ldots, m$$

$$h_j(x) = 0, \quad j = 1, \ldots, p$$

where $$m$$ is the number of inequality constraints, and $$p$$ is the number of equality constraints.

To solve this problem, Bean and Hadji-Alouane [3], [1] proposed a penalty function method in the form:

$$\text{fitness}(x) = f(x) + \lambda \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{m} g_i^2(x) + \sum_{i=1}^{p} |h_i(x)| \right]$$

(4)

where $$\lambda(t)$$ is updated at every generation $$t$$ in the following way:

$$\lambda(t + 1) = \begin{cases} \frac{1}{t} \lambda(t) & \text{if case 1} \\ \beta_2 \lambda(t) & \text{if case 2} \\ \lambda(t) & \text{otherwise} \end{cases}$$

(5)

Case 1 and case 2 denote situations where the best individual in the last $$k$$ generations was always feasible (case 1) or was never feasible (case 2). This method is called Adaptive Penalty, and it has other approaches which can be found in [5].

Coello [4] developed another approach to compute fitness functions for problems with only inequality constraints. He named it a Self-Adaptive penalty function and in [5] related it to a Co-evolutionary Penalty. It takes the form:

$$\text{fitness}(x) = f(x) - (\text{coef} \times w_1 + \text{viol} \times w_2)$$

(6)

The objective function $$f(x)$$ takes its value from a given set of variable encoded in a chromosome; $$w_1$$ and $$w_2$$ are 2 penalty factors (considered as integers); the sum of all the amounts by which the constraints are violated is given by coef where:

$$\text{coef} = \sum_{i=1}^{m} g_i^2(x) \quad \forall g_i(x) > 0$$

(7)

The integer parameter viol takes the value 0 initially, and increases by one for each constraint that has been violated.

III. THE GENETIC OPTIMIZATION MODEL

Given a physical network which is viewed as a graph $$G = (N, L)$$ where $$N$$ is the number of nodes and $$L$$ is the number of links. The routing of traffic in this network is considered as a multi-constraint routing optimization problem consisting of computing a set of link weights used in path computation to find the optimum path which minimize the total delay in the network. The resulting routing objective is expressed by:

$$\min \quad F = \sum_{i=1}^{N} f_i(f_\ell) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} \frac{f_\ell}{C_\ell - f_\ell}$$

subject to:

$$f_\ell - C_\ell \leq 0, \quad \ell = 1, 2, \ldots, N$$

(8)

where $$C_\ell$$ is the capacity of the link $$\ell$$, $$f_\ell$$ is the total amount of traffic offered onto the link $$\ell$$, and $$N$$ is the number of all links. $$F_i(f_\ell)$$ gives the delay at the link $$\ell$$. The function $$F$$ described by equation (8) gives the total time delay for the network. Equation (9) put a constraint on maximum amount of flow for each link in the network.

In a previous work, Bagula and Wang [2] applied a hybrid genetic algorithm to find a set of optimal link weights leading to reduced maximum link utilization. In their model they expressed the population by a set of links represented by a vector where each position holds a link weight. They used a memetic algorithm illustrated by Figure 1 (b) where a classical genetic algorithm illustrated by Figure 1 (a) is complemented by a local search to improve the genetic individuals fitness through hill-climbing. The rest of this paper will address memetic algorithms but consider a different optimization model which minimizes the total queuing delay in a network subject to constraints on the occurrence of the links in the paths found when routing the traffic. Our changes includes changing their used genetic class to implement a new fitness function evaluation and other modifications on the their class to fit with the newly proposed genetic class.

Adaptive Penalty

For this method, the fitness function for the problem described by the equations (8) and (9) takes the formula:

$$\text{fitness}(i) = \frac{f_i}{C_i - f_i} + \lambda(t)(f_i - C_i)^2$$

(10)

The initial population is generated randomly. We set $$\lambda(0) = 100$$, and $$\lambda(t + 1)$$ is updated subject to the law (5). We set $$\beta_1 = 1$$, and $$\beta_2 = 2$$.

Co-evolutionary Penalty

For this method, the fitness function for the problem described by the equations (8) and (9) takes the formula:

$$\text{fitness}(i) = \frac{f_i}{C_i - f_i} - (\text{coef} \times w_1 + \text{viol} \times w_2)$$

Both of $$w_1$$ and $$w_2$$ were set to the value 100. The parameter coef is given by the relation coef = $$f_i - C_i$$, viol was initiated to 0 as described by the method ([5]) and takes the values 0 and 1 according to whether there was no or there was a violation on the constraint (9) accordingly.

IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

This section presents simulation experiments to compare the performance of the two different genetic penalty algorithms (1) the adaptive penalty and (2) the co-evolutionary penalty algorithms. We considered three test networks in our experiments, two 23-node 76-link networks but with different number of routes, refer to the USA network, and a 31-node 64-link PAREN (Pan Africa Research and Education Network). These networks are illustrated by figures 1 and 2 respectively.

Our comparison based on several criteria, the total delay,
the maximum link delay, the path length, the maximum path length and the computational cost. We used a route analysis program to compare between the results given by the two methods. The route analysis programme does comparisons between two methods, according to the routes obtained by them. It gives information about the average path lengths, the multiplicity and the path usage for each method.

Using both the adaptive and the self-adaptive penalty function methods we got results illustrated in tables (I) and (II) (in average).

The week correspondence is equal to zero for all the networks in all the simulations. The multiplicity and the path usage are equal for all the simulations between the adaptive and the co-evolutionary penalty functions.

V. CONCLUSION

In this work we used the adaptive and the co-evolutionary penalty function methods to solve the problem of minimizing the total time delay in the network. Preliminary experimental results revealed that the adaptive method is superior to the co-evolutionary method in terms of minimizing the total delay and the path length. But the co-evolutionary methods performs slightly better than the adaptive method in terms of the computational costs. These preliminary results do not agree with what Coello stated about the superiority of the co-evolutionary method over the other penalty methods when solving optimization problems with only inequality constraints. Future research work using different test network models and investigating different other performance indexes will be achieved to assess the relevance.
of our preliminary results.
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